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Pie Crust

ID Number : 0010

Type : Pie Crust

Category : Bakery

Quantity : 3 bottoms et 3 tops or more

Time : Approx. 2 Hours(Preparation)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This is the basic pie crust recipe. You can use it to make bottom and top crust. Some pies

require only bottom crust while other requires both. Theoricaly, you can make 6 crust, but

depending on how thin you roll the dough, you can make 8 crust with some left overs for

small pie.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

6 Cup Cake and Pastry Flour

2 Ts Salt

2 1/3 Cup Lard

1 Tbs Vinegar

1 Egg

--- Water

--- All Purpose Flour

Procedures

Mix the flour and the salt together in a large bowl.1.

Add the lard and use a pastry blender to mix. Cut the dough by making twist in the

flour. Mix until the lard and the flour is made of only small pieces.

2.

Take a mesure cup for liquid, add the egg and the vinegar in the cup. Fill the cup

with water until it reach the "1 cup" level. Mix them together.

3.

Add the water in the flour and mix with the pastry blender. Then use your your

hand. Mix until the whole dough sticks together.

4.

Divide the dough in 5 parts. The 6th crust will be made from leftovers. Doing it this

way will make the dough wider for the rolling and cutting.

5.

Spread some flour on the table, put 1 dough part on the table and flat it with your6.



hand. Turn the dough and roll it with a rolling pin. Roll until you get 1 feet in

diameter. Turn the dough, add some flour on the table and roll again to extend the

crust wider.

When the curst is wide enough, use a spatula to unstick the dough carefully from the

table. Cover the dough over a metal pie plate if you are making bottoms. Press the

dough all over the plate to make it shape the plate. Hold the plate in your hand and

use a knife to cut the leftover dough around the plate.

7.

If you want to make a top crust, put a plate upside down over the dough and cut the

dough around the plate. You should cut the dough 1/3 of an inch wider all around

the plate.

8.

Repeat the process until all you dough has been panned. Use leftovers to form new

crust. If you lack of pie plate to pan them all, you can place the dough ball in the

freezer. The panned dough can also be place in the freezer one over another. Use

plastic wrap or flour to make sure they don't stick together or freeze them separately

and when frozen, stack them together.

9.

Follow your pie recipe instruction to know how to use the crust. Some recipe

requires the crust to be pre-cooked. In this case, place a 2nd pie plate on the top of

the bottom crust and cook it in the oven at 350F (180C) for 8 to 10 minutes. If you

don't have 2nd pie plates, use dry peas on the top of the crust or anything else not

too heavy that will prevent the dough from raising.

10.

Variations

Reference Information

Related Recipes

Crumb Pie Crust


